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Lattanzi isn't solely a romantic place to dine however conjointly an area to get pleasure from your
leisure time along with your friends and family.

The only motto it to heat the guts with the food we tend to create, to tempt the palate with the dish
we tend to serve, to the touch reminiscences, convey a smile on your face and build new ones; this
is often the aim of each dish at Lattanzi Restaurant. To attain this goal, we tend to serve the
foremost authentic and also the famous cuisine of Rome specifically that is found within the ancient
Roman quarter of Trastevere additionally as selection dishes hailing from the whole Italian
peninsula. We tend to forever work to balance our ancient aspects with culinary innovation â€“ and
every one dishes are made up of solely the best of ingredients to feature additional flavors to our
food we tend to serve.

These old-world ingredients are still maintained over the decades exactly simply because they
maintain our standards â€“ The end result is homemade breads like our signature Mazza bread and
Roman Breadsticks.

You donâ€™t require a reason to celebrate; you donâ€™t need a reason to dine at Lattanzi!

Our master chef prepares Italian food within the kitchen with bends of recent technology, classic bit
and adds few innovative ideas to confirm the dish seems to be an ideal in its style and presentation.
At any time of the day or evening, youâ€™ll discover new reasons to go to and dine at Lattanzi and take
a look at the Italian cuisine at NY.

Pre-Dinner theatre at NYC

When you dine before a show, discover that a fast meal at Lattanzi doesnâ€™t mean â€œfastâ€• food. We
prepare with the theater timing in mind, however like each meal we serve, we tend to delight you
with the freshness and also the manner we present the dish on your table where your mouth starts
watering the very next second. Dining in New Yorkâ€™s best Italian restaurant- Lattanzi, is that the good
place indeed.
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Lattanzinyc - About Author:
Lattanzi has been writing about the hotel industry for over 20 years. As per her recommendation,
Lattanzi is the best Italian Restaurants to enjoy a unique and memorable dining experience.
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